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George Soros Dumps His Fortune into War on America,
Humanity
Billionaire globalist George Soros (shown)
has transferred the bulk of his wealth —
almost $18 billion — to his Open Society
Foundations, a sprawling global network of
entities and front groups pushing everything
from globalism and Big Government to
abortion, racial hatred, radical politicians,
nationalized police, Hillary Clinton, mass
Islamic migration, illegal war, and open
borders. Some analysts have suggested that
the massive transfer of funds was a scheme
to avoid the estate tax. However, the deeply
controversial extremist and self-styled
“god,” now 87-years old, is also reported to
be laying the foundation for his anti-freedom
agenda — described by Soros as a “New
World Order” that the mass-murdering
Communist Chinese regime will “own” — to
be perpetuated with his billions long after he
meets his Maker.

Either way, the globalist establishment now has even more funds to wage war on America, liberty, the
U.S. Constitution, humanity, gun rights, unborn babies, Christianity, morality, national sovereignty, self-
government, conservatives, and other longtime targets of Soros and his minions. Indeed, Soros’
“philanthropic” outfit is now the second largest in the United States, behind the ideologically incestuous
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Without a surge in giving by conservative and liberty-minded
donors, analysts say American patriots, conservatives, libertarians, and constitutionalists may find
themselves on the losing end of even more political battles in the years ahead. Reports said Soros was
expected to transfer billions more to his network in the years ahead.             

News of Soros transferring most of his fortune to his foundation was first reported by the Wall Street
Journal. Within hours, the news was making headlines worldwide. According to reports, the $18 billion
represents more than three fourths of his total net worth, estimated at around $23 billion. It is one of
the largest “transfers of wealth” ever made by a single person to a single foundation, the leftist New
York Times reported. (Soros is intimately involved with his foundation.) For perspective, one analyst
noted that the transfer was about the size of Afghanistan’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Another
pointed out that $18 billion is about three times more than all spending by all political parties, in all
races combined, during the 2016 election. In short, with an $18 billion war chest, Soros’ minions will be
able to wreak a lot of havoc.  

Even fellow globalist foundation bigwigs acknowledge that Soros’ network is the most powerful on the
planet when it comes to influence. “There is no foundation in the world, including the Ford Foundation,
that has had more impact around the world than the Open Society Foundations in the last two decades,”
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Darren Walker, president of the globalist, CIA-linked Ford Foundation, was quoted as saying by the
globalist New York Times. “Because there is no part of the world that they have not been. Their
footprint is deeper, wider and more impactful than any other social justice foundation in the world.” The
term “social justice,” when used by establishment globalists and their propaganda organs, generally
refers to globalism and Big Government.

Despite posing as a “philanthropist,” Soros has used his money mostly to spread an anti-freedom, anti-
life, anti-Christian agenda around the world. According to media reports, he has showered his money on
organizations across more than 100 countries. He has also bankrolled multiple bloody “revolutions”
around the world, not to mention revolutionary organizations. And while far-left establishment
propaganda organs help perpetuate the claim that Soros promotes “democracy” and “human rights,”
they rarely discuss the dark underbelly of his “philanthropy,” or the dark truth about Soros himself.
Consider: Soros even said in a TV interview that he had no feelings of guilt for his role helping National
Socialists (Nazis) steal Jewish property as a youngster.  

While describing himself as “some sort of god” and boasting openly of his atheism, Soros has funded
multiple outfits and initiatives aimed at undermining Christianity and corrupting Christian teachings on
marriage, life, and more. As this magazine documented last year, Soros was caught showering money
on pseudo-Christian groups that aimed to promote abortion, homosexuality, the European Union’s
ongoing destruction of nations and self-government, and much more — within the church. A leaked
memo from Soros’ foundation even outlined a plot to co-opt Catholic officials and push Soros’ views
within the Catholic Church and within the Christian world more broadly by funding front groups that
would battle conservative Christians.

Soros also funds groups such as “Catholics for Choice,” which promotes the slaughter of unborn
children, while targeting for political upheaval nations with laws protecting babies from abortion. “With
one of the most restrictive abortion laws in the world, a win there [in Ireland] could impact other
strongly Catholic countries in Europe, such as Poland, and provide much needed proof that change is
possible, even in highly conservative places,” explained another leaked document from Soros’ vast
network, outlining a subversive plan to overturn the section of Ireland’s Constitution that enshrines the
right to life of unborn children in a bid to spark a global domino effect.  

Other efforts to neutralize and hijack Christian churches emerged in the socially conservative Christian
nation of Georgia. As The New American reported last year, Soros, with additional support provided by
unwitting Western taxpayers, was caught showering money on Orthodox pastors and churches there to
“train” them in the alleged benefits of surrendering national sovereignty and self-government in
exchange for rule by the increasingly autocratic European Union. To that end, Soros funded an Astro-
Turf group called, ironically, the “Center for Development and Democracy,” to co-opt Georgia’s
churches and pastors to serve the globalist EU agenda.  

In the United States, Soros and his minions have funded a broad range of political agendas as well,
ranging from abortion giant Planned Parenthood, which snuffs out the lives of hundreds of thousands of
babies each year, to Black Lives Matter, a radical leftist group with leaders who openly praise
communists and organize protests that advocate the murder of police. Soros has also helped finance
Occupy Wall Street and efforts to nationalize local and state police departments, documents show.
Soros pumps money directly into political campaigns, too, with the billionaire globalist dumping millions
on both Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton.

But in parts of the world, including the United States, the public is beginning to wake up. In Hungary,
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for instance, political leaders have accused Soros of improperly meddling in nations’ affairs, with
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban even accusing Soros of being a “political puppet master” whose
machinations have “ruined the lives of tens of millions of people.” That may be an underestimate,
considering Soros’ giant globalist footprint everywhere from Syria and Libya to Ukraine and beyond.
Aside from the role of his foundation in advocating for the illegal wars and interventionism that have
destroyed so many countries, Soros has also attracted outrage across Europe for encouraging and
bankrolling the tsunami of Islamic immigration in recent years. “National borders are the obstacle,” he
famously said.    

As for what sort of world Soros hopes to eventually see as a result of his “philanthropy,” his own
statements, along with those of other like-minded establishment globalists, offer a powerful indication
of just how totalitarian that vision really is. In 2009, for instance, Soros called for the communist regime
ruling mainland China to “own” what he referred to as the “New World Order.” Speaking to the
Financial Times, the self-styled philanthropist declared that the United States and the U.S. dollar were
on their way down, and that the Communist Party regime must step up to the plate. “I think you really
need to bring China into the creation of a new world order,” Soros said, without noting that the regime
has murdered more people than any other in human history. “I think you need a new world order, that
China has to be part of the process of creating it and they have to buy in, they have to own it in the
same way as the United States owns … the current order.”

It was hardly a slip up. The next year, while receiving the Globalist of the Year award from the
Canadian International Council, Soros again called for China to play a lead role in the emerging global-
governance regime. “They have now got to accept responsibility for world order and the interests of
other people as well,” declared Soros. “Today, China has not only a more vigorous economy, but
actually a better functioning government than the United States.” As this magazine has documented
extensively for decades, Soros is hardly the only senior globalist who has been openly celebrating and
promoting the rise of Communist China’s rulers as key players in their emerging “New World Order.”
From Beijing to Moscow and Washington, D.C., to London, globalists are all openly pushing for this new
order.

While the self-styled “god” is often portrayed by the establishment media as a business-savvy but
charitable tycoon who made smart investments through his hedge fund, his well-documented
connections to the unfathomably wealthy Rothschild banking dynasty are rarely mentioned. Indeed,
with Soros consistently making the right bets at the right time, more than a few of his critics have
suggested that it may not be all business acumen. In fact, while he maintains his innocence, Soros has
already been convicted of insider trading — the only question is just how much of his success was due
to illegal help from other insiders, and whether that “help” was offered in exchange for his cooperation
in promoting globalism, statism, and global revolution.

Either way, as The New American magazine’s William F. Jasper documented extensively earlier this
year, Soros the wannabe “god” appears to have violated a broad range of state and federal laws in his
fiendish quest to create his diabolical global order. “It is our contention that the prima facie evidence of
criminal activity by George Soros and those he funds is sufficient to demand official investigations — by
Congress, the U.S. Department of Justice, and state attorneys general,” Jasper wrote. Concerned
Americans should look at the evidence and ask their elected representatives to do the same.  

Photo of George Soros: AP Images

Alex Newman is a correspondent for The New American, covering economics, education, politics, and
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more. He can be reached at anewman@thenewamerican.com. Follow him on Twitter
@ALEXNEWMAN_JOU or on Facebook.
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